**Touch Panel Instructions**

**Library 267B**

**Turn the display on**

- In the upper right corner of the touch panel, press the power button to wake the screen.

**Connect your device**

- For laptop/tablet devices, connect adapter if needed to either the VGA or HDMI cable.

**Select and display your source**

- Turn on the flat screen TVs by pressing “Displays On”.
- Select your source under “Select a Source”. **This source will display on all three TVs.**
- Tap “Multi-Display” along the bottom of the screen to control individual TVs.
Using Multi-Display

- On the left-hand panel are options to control blanking or power to individual TVs.
- On the right-hand panel are controls for which source displays on which TV.
- By default, all three TVs will display the source selected from the main page.

Each box in the right-hand panel represents a TV. Select an icon from the top row and drag it to the box that represents the TV that you want to display on.

Audio

- If you would like to connect the sound to the system, plug the audio cable into the headphone input of your device. If you are connected via the HDMI cable, you do not need to connect any extra cables.
- If using Multi-Display, drag the appropriate icon (HDMI or VGA) to the “Audio” box.
- Volume can be controlled by tapping the volume options along the bottom of the screen.